1 0. Introduction. The geometry of submanifolds of euclidean space is the oldest branch of differential geometry. The subject was the original source of most of the classical and modern ideas in the field, and still is the setting in which seemingly complicated general phenomena are most easily understood. In fact as Allendoerfer [1] once said "... an excellent way of discovering [theorems] is first to consider an imbedded manifold and then later to invent a proof applicable to a general abstract manifold." In fact it is often true that a concept which can be defined for submanifolds of Riemannian manifolds may be introduced in a simpler and more natural way for submanifolds immersed in euclidean space. In this paper we will always try to adopt the second course.
then the skew-symmetry of the <^/ implies d{w,y\) = d(2 a t b t ) = 2 da i b i + a i db i (1.2) -2 {da t -2 ajtjybt + 2 *,(*, -2 *,*/) = (Z)W,TJ) + {w,dt)).
We will write the length of a 1-form w by ||w|| = (w,w) and note that as a consequence of the last equation Dw = 0 implies ||w||-constant.
We define the Hessian of ƒ relative to I to be the symmetric quadratic differential form given by ƒ*,(ƒ) = D(df). This implies $% = ~<j>$ and the integrability conditions This implies that the induced metric is locally given by I = 2 (T 1 ) and dr l = 2 T J A 0J with </>/ = -<f>j, and hence that these 1-forms <f >/ define the Levi-Civita connection matrix. The components <j>j = ^T/ k T k are known as the Christoffel symbols. The curvature matrix of this connection is defined by
The components e/ = 2 J&** A T' define the Riemann curvature tensor.
The restrictions of the structure equations yield equations associated with the following classical names:
The Gauss equations:
<*!>/ = 2 <J>f A <K + 2# A 4>î;
or equivalently, 0/ = -2 <t>f A tf ; 7%e Codazzi-Mainardi equations:
7%e Weingarten equations:
In addition the curvature matrix satisfies integrability conditions resulting from differentiation of the restrictions of the structure equations. These are:
First Bianchi identity:
2 r j A ej = 0;
Second Bianchi identity:
d®/ + 2 ®r A ** -2 ** A 0/ = 0.
In particular we have the following symmetry of the Riemann tensor: In order to see that the range of II is normal vector valued we will explicitly compute the Hessian.
Since the structure equations give We remark that those directions z with II (z, z) = 0 are called asymptotic directions.
d(X •
A
A basic pointwise algebraic invariant of II is the rank r defined for u E M by r(u) = m + p -dim{^|II («) • A = 0}.
Now recalling that the first osculating space of M at u, denoted by 0", is the vector space generated by all first normals to curves lying in M, and that every unit vector tangent to M at u can be realized as the tangent vector to a geodesic, we see that (2.1) implies dim O x u = m + r(u). One of the simplest geometric properties that II detects is whether the immersion is substantial [19, p. 212 
at u, and hence d(X • A) = 0 identically. As such we have X • A = constant, which implies that X{M m ) lies in a hyperplane with normal direction parallel to^. The condition that there exists a point u such that A is normal at X(u) is necessary, since A might be a direction which is always tangent. This would happen for example if a translate of A were contained in the image X(M m ). This condition is automatically satisfied, however, if M m is compact without boundary. In order to see this let A E R m+P ; then there is at least one point where the height function X • A has a critical point. At such a point 0 = d(X -A) = ^ e t -AT 1 and hence A is normal. We may globalize the notion of osculating space to get the minimal enveloping space S(M W ), which is the linear subspace of R m+P generated as the union of the translates to the origin of all the first osculating spaces. Thus by abuse of notation
This terminology is justified since A is perpendicular to &(M m ) if and only if
A is everywhere normal to X(M m ) and II • A = 0. Hence the last Proposition implies that X{M m ) is contained substantially in a translate of S(M m ).
In case the manifold M m is compact without boundary, it is much easier to characterize substantial immersions.
The basic invariant needed is the metric trace of II, which is the normal vector field H = tr, II = 2 Ke a called the mean curvature field.
we have the analytical interpretation of the mean curvature field that
HA= ^(X-A).
In The existence and uniqueness of these minimal enveloping subspaces will be systematically exploited in the algebraic analysis of the vector valued second fundamental form and in the study of the Gauss equations. As such this section is devoted to a short report on the foundations of this concept.
Let v* E F* be a linear functional on V. Then v* may be extended to a linear map v*J: V® W'-» W by covering the bilinear map
Analogously w* E W may be extended to a linear map w* J: V (8) W -> V. PROPOSITION If £ C K Ê ® fF e as described here, then the factors are certainly minimal. In order to see the inclusion we choose the above bases so that f x , ..., f s is a basis of K Ê and e x , ..., e r is a basis of W t . Now let {f*} be the dual basis of K* and {e* a } be the dual basis of W\ Since the canonical bilinear pairing </;®<,e> = o for (s + 1 < a < m 9 1 < a < n) and for (1 < a < m,r + 1 < a < n) we see that
Using duality we can give a second description of the minimal enveloping subspaces by The principal application of these ideas will be to the analysis of bilinear mappings b: V X V -> W. Such a mapping defines an element b (EV* ®V* ®W y which may be assigned two different tensor ranks.
The first rank which we write rank^ b and call the target rank, is obtained by viewing b E {V* <8> V*) <8> W.
The second rank, which we write rank K 6 and call the source rank, is obtained by viewing b E V* <8> {V* <8> W).
A bilinear mapping b: V X V -» W is said to have no left conjugate space if Applying the results of the last section we see that H(w) has two tensor ranks and several associated enveloping spaces.
The target rank dim^ II is obtained by viewing
and hence 
On the other hand if we view II E T* <S> (T* ® iV), then there are two more minimal enveloping subspaces characterized by their minimality with respect to the inclusion II E T ® (T* ® TV) . Again to save writing we introduce the notation <& = (r*<8> TV)", which is the linear system of tensors $ = (2 ft*? ® **}, ft ^ /i. This implies
and hence # = 0 and II a = 0 (m + r + 1 < a < m + /?).
Next we define a symmetric bilinear form (,
where I is the metric tensor. In orthonormal frames
The matrix of (, )^ in such a basis is S* = (««>**)* = 2 A?*}.
If we diagonalize (, ) N by an orthogonal change of base then As a result we see that rank (, ) N = dim £ = r, and that the restriction Since several arguments to come are based on adapting orthonormal frames to a subspace of the linear system $, we will discuss this procedure in a unified way. First we note the dimension of the linear system $ is computable by inspection and has value dim $ = s. anc * introduce x x = 2 /i^/*/. These vectors ^!, ..., Xj are linearly independent since a relation 0 = 2 ^x^x = 2 ^x^x/*/ implies 2 *x^X = 2 *XMx/^? ^ 0, and hence that 6 X = 0. Now choose ^, ..., ej to be an orthonormal base for the subspace x x , ..., Xj. As such e = -H^JC^. Now since <J> X = II (x^9 ), we see that
Since H^ is nonsingular, ^ has the new basis 2 4>? ® £ fl , ..
• » 2 tf ® ^. If we are free to choose the complement of ^ in $ then we can arrange $ = ^ + % with basis ^ = {2 4% ® e a } and ^2 = (2 <>" ® **} where 1 < M < y and y + 1 < a < 5.
Explicit choices of basis for $ will depend on properties of the curvature matrix and will be discussed in the section entitled the Gauss sequence.
As a result of the discussion on the conjugate space of symmetric bilinear maps in §3 we have the following result. An important result is that compact manifolds without boundary always have a neighborhood on which the second fundamental form is essential. PROPOSITION 
Let X: M m -» R m+P be an isometric immersion of a compact Riemannian manifold without boundary. Then there exists a point u E M such that s(u) = m.
PROOF. Again we consider the energy function E = X • X/2. By compactness E has a maximum at some point u E M m . We have seen in Theorem 4.1 that the Hessian of E is given by H Y (E) = I +X • II and this is negative definite at u since « is a maximum. Now I is positive definite which means that X • II is certainly negative definite. Since a component of II is negative definite we have immediately that II(w) is essential and hence by the last proposition that s(u) = m.
Next we give a short report on the construction of functions from the second fundamental form. In the classical case of a hypersurface where The simplest of this last sequence is the function
Using the Gauss equations t) x may be shown to be a multiple of the scalar curvature R = l/m(m -1) 2 ^y ^e ot her functions r\ 2i ..., t] r to m y knowledge have not been investigated. Since they are not particularly complex, an analysis of these functions, hopefully with global integral formulas, would seem a fruitful line of research.
There are, of course, invariants of the higher order terms, but with the exclusion of two special constructions which appear in the next section, this is unexplored territory. 
Thus the dual dimension geometrically represents the number of parameters upon which the tangent planes locally depend.
There is a second Gauss mapping which is defined from the unit normal bundle and the Chern-Lashof theory of the total absolute curvature have been discussed in Chern [10] and Gardner [15] . Hence we will not report further on these ideas here. A possible interaction between these two Gauss maps could result from the analysis of the diagram
matrices. This is the classical data for integral geometric investigation. The idea is that information on the left and right may be compared by lifting and integrating over fibers. This gives rise to functional transforms and to an incidence function. This would be fruitful if simple geometric phenomena on one side are translated into more complicated geometric phenomena on the other side. The idea of integrating over the fiber of the normal bundle can be applied to the polynomials on the normal bundle defined in the last section. A convenient way to represent the terms which are homogeneous of degree j is via the equations where the c are universal constants. Since these intrinsic functions Hj appear so naturally in the deformation of submanif olds they are obvious candidates for integral formula analysis and, as a result, global theorems. As far as we know such theorems are not yet known. that is, no row or column in the h X h block is zero. The local structure of T* e in case the curvature rank is constant is due to Chern and Kuiper [13] . A similar integer invariant of the curvature matrix at a point u of M is k(u), the smallest dimension of a subspace PT* C T* such that the linear system 0 is contained in the exterior ideal generated by the subspace W*. The geometric information contained in k(u) most naturally appears in a complementary form and motivates us to introduce the curvature deficiency of M at w, which will be denoted by i(u) and is defined by i(u) = h(u) -k(u). These two new integers k and i can also be characterized by a special block structure of the curvature matrix. Let us notice that ©ƒ E A 2 T* implies ®f E ideal (r 1 ,... ,r h~l ) so that 0<A:<A-1. In particular let us note that h # 0 implies i > 1.
Another obvious integer invariant characterized by a special block structure of the curvature matrix is the integer q equal to the maximal possible number of nonzero blocks in a diagonal block decomposition
Using the Cartan-Ambrose-Singer holonomy theorem, the integer q is immediately identified with the maximal number of mutually orthogonal subspaces of T which are invariant under the restricted holonomy group.
The next result is the local idea underlying the de Rham decomposition. PROPOSITION 
If the curvature matrix has the form (6.2), then there is an orthogonal decomposition and if the decomposition is constant on a neighborhood, each factor T l is completely integrable.
PROOF. The first statement follows from the curvature tensor symmetries in a way similar to Proposition 6.1 and the second statement follows from the second Bianchi identities in a way similar to Proposition 6.2.
Finally we note a simple inequality which is of importance in the study of immersions of Riemannian products. PROOF. If we adapt an orthonormal coframe to the orthogonal decomposition T* e = r* 01 ± • • • _L T*® q then the curvature matrix has elements in the exterior ideal generated by the elements of the coframe in each factor minus one. Altogether this eliminates q elements from the original h and gives the inequality.
We will now establish a basic dimensional inequality involving the integers h, s, i and r. The proof is based on the following unpublished lemma on quadratic exterior equations jointly worked out with M. Kuranishi in 1968. LEMMA 6.6. Let V be an n-dimensional real vector space and let y^ E V for 1 < a < m < dim V and 1 < i < r. Then 2J-, yl A y^ = 0 (1 < a,P < ni) implies dim{;/} < r. Since these inequalities are of such importance we will make a few historical comments. The inequality with h = 0 which forces i -0 and with r replaced by the codimension p is due to E. Cartan [8] . The case with i = 0 and r replaced by p is due to Chern and Kuiper [13] . The case with r replaced by p and with i replaced by q, the number of nontrivial curvature diagonal blocks, is due to Alexander [4] . The case with r replaced by p is equivalent to Alexander and Maltz [5] .
PROOF. Letting k = h -i, we may apply Proposition 6.3 to choose an orthonormal basis {T Finally combining (6.3) and (6.4) gives the final result.
As an immediate example of the impact of this inequality we will prove a result which is important for the analysis of isometric immersions of Riemannian products. PROPOSITION 
Let X: M m -> R m+P be an isometric immersion of a Riemannian metric with curvature deficiency everywhere equal to p. Then for all
u G M (1) dim Ol = m + p,
hence is constant, and (2) s = h, hence the rank of the Gauss map is intrinsic.
PROOF. 0<$ -/r<r -I'</? -I =/?-/> = (); hence r = / = p and s = A.
In the case that h < s, there is additional information on the immersion at a point based on the fact that 0/ G A 2 T* e . In the notation of the last theorem this implies
We have not been able to extract the geometric information in this last set of equations in terms of an inequality on the basic integers of the immersion. We may get some global results from these pointwise estimates, by using the
compactness to guarantee the existence of at least one point where s = m. The first theorem sharpens a result in [13] . THEOREM 
Let M m be a compact Riemannian manifold with a nonzero sectional curvature at each point. Then there exists no isometric immersion with p < m + 1 -m&x u h(u).
PROOF. By Proposition 4.4 there is a point at which s = m. Hence at this point 0<m -A</? -i. Now the curvature hypothesis implies that h > 2 everywhere and hence that i > 1. Thus/? > m -A + 1 > m + 1 -max M /*.
A much more dramatic result is obtained in the case of curvature identically zero. This result is due to Tompkins [28] . PROOF. Since h = 0, i = 0 and using the point at which s = m which is guaranteed by Proposition 4.4 we see that 0<m<r</?as desired.
Finally we introduce an increasing sequence of integer invariants of the curvature matrix related to a canonical filtration of the linear system 0.
The t trace rank of M at a point u is defined to be the smallest integer p, such that the metric trace (tr^©)** 1 = GS^ö/) Pl+1 =0
for all real mX m matrices A of rank < /. Since the conditions become increasingly less restrictive,
As usual in such constructions, the first and last trace rank are the easiest to analyze.
The top trace rank p m has a simple alternate description which leads us to give this trace rank the special name of curvature wedge length. In order to see the reason for this nomenclature we note that the smallest integer such that (2 ^(/©/) Pm+l = 0 is the same as the smallest integer such that 7r Pm+1 = 0 for all 7T G 0. Now let us define a linear mapping T* c^ R is a symmetric bilinear form which is the restriction of the symmetric bilinear form (A 2 T*) X (A 2 T*) -» A 4 T* c* R defined by exterior multiplication. This is easily seen to have rank 6 and index 3. The resulting classification of the curvature tensor has been used by physicists for years and is known as the Petrov classification [24] .
The bottom trace rank p { is easiest to analyze when we note that a matrix a t j has rank one if and only if it has the form a t j = x t yj. This may be seen via the isomorphism Horn (V, V) on V ® V* under which the rank one matrices go into monomials x ® y*. As a result p { is characterized as the smallest integer such that (2 x^.0/) Pl+1 = 0 for all x i9 y j e R.
We remark that the statement p x > q is the same as J. D. Moore's condition A(q) [22] . Our next result which shows that m + p x is an intrinsic lower bound for the dimension of an osculating space at u leads us to give the trace rank p x the special name of osculation degree. PROOF. The identity follows from the isomorphism
and the fact that an orthonormal basis may be chosen so that the curvature matrix of a product metric satisfies This shows there is a short exact sequence 0->K-*$®$-+®-; >0 which we call the Gauss sequence. The basic relations between the extrinsic geometry reflected in the linear system 4> and the intrinsic geometry reflected in the linear system 0 come from the careful study of this sequence.
In general, we will analyze the sequence through the study of the associated alternating bilinear map ft: (T* <8> N) X (T* ® N) -» A 2 7*. A subspace ¥ C T* ® N is called orthogonally reducible with respect to ft if there is a nontrivial decomposition * = ^ 0 ¥ 2 satisfying /?(<£, i//) = 0 for all <j> E ^ and t// E * 2 •
We wiU denote such a reduction by * = *i ± * 2 • If there is no such decomposition, then ¥ is said to be orthogonally irreducible with respect to ft.
We define $° to be the conjugate subsystem of $ under ft. That is, $° = fa E *|j8(<J>,^) = 0 for all v/ / E O}.
Since any complement $' of $° has the property that $ = $° 1 $' we may choose a complement $' and an orthonormal basis such that where /i is the curvature rank, and *° = a:^+ 1 ®e a ,...,2tf®e a }.
If $ = $° then II is said to be an exterior orthogonal system of quadratic forms. This case was studied in detail by E. Cartan [8] . PROPOSITION 
The bilinear mapping ft: $ <8> $ -> 0 is essential if and only if h = s.

PROOF, ft is essential if and only if hence if and only if s = h.
If s = A = constant so that /? is essential, then necessarily 0° = 0. This is the critical calculation for what are called cylindricity theorems. An example will be discussed in §9.
We say that a subspace \p C $' is maximal totally isotropic if it is a subspace of $' of maximal dimension on which the restriction of ft is identically zero. The problem of studying the curvature deficiency of an induced metric is exactly equivalent to studying the dimension of a maximal totally isotropic subspace of $'. In order to see this let $^ be a maximal totally isotropic subspace of $', and let <b M , have basis {<j> k+ ,... ><$> h }. By Proposition 4.2 we may choose an orthonormal base so that •^-{2*2 + i«e fl ,...,2+J®e fl }, and then for k + 1 < a, T < h, -®l = 2 < A tf = )8(2 tf ® *,, 2 ^ « e b ) -0.
Conversely, if the curvature deficiency is /, then using the orthonormal frames guaranteed by Proposition 6.3 we see that is a maximal totally isotropic subspace of 0'. and the normal twist at u equals dim {<(>*} (1 < a < #,m + 1 < a < m + /?), we see that the normal twist may be geometrically interpreted as the number of independent parameters needed to locally describe the nontangential motion of the #-plane field. The Allendoerfer type number of an immersion of M at u is the largest integer r such that there is a r-plane field defined in a neighborhood of u with normal twist equal to rr, where r is the rank of II.
We note that the value rr is the maximal possible value for the normal twist of a T-plane field since dim{<£*} < rr.
A consequence of our calculation with local frames adapted to the plane field is that the type number is r if and only if there is a choice of local frames so that the rr 1-forms <£{*, ..., <J>* are all linearly independent and T is maximal with respect to this last property. The existence of an immersion with type number T implies that the osculating spaces are not very large. In fact since rr < s < m we see that max M 
In the simplest case of hypersurfaces X: M m -* R m+X the type number T = dim{</>™ +1 }, which is just the matrix rank of the second fundamental form II.
The immersions with type number everywhere < 2 are of particular interest since the geometry is quite rigid. We begin by showing that this class of immersions has a simple characterization. Conversely if r > 2, we may choose orthonormal frames so that <t>* and ^ are 2r linearly independent 1-forms, and, hence, so that
(-©?)' = OE tf A tf) r ^ o.
This implies that p { > r, but Proposition 6.11 implies that r > pj which establishes the equality. Recalling Proposition 6.13 that the osculation degree of a Riemannian product is the sum of the osculation degrees of the factor we note that one can construct high codimension immersions of type number greater than or equal to two by forming cartesian products of hypersurface immersions with second fundamental forms of matrix rank greater than or equal to two. If the type number is > 2 we have seen that we may choose frames so that <j>", <j>2 are linearly independent for m + 1 < a < m + r. These forms give rise to two elements, *i = 2 tf ® e a and 4> 2 = 2 </ >2 ® **> in the linear system $. The existence of these elements is one of the principal tools in the analysis of these immersions. PROOF. Since r is constant we may choose frames so that
and <j>", <j>2 are linearly independent f or m + 1 < a < m + r. PROOF. Since r(X) > 3 we may apply Lemma 8.7 to deduce that after a possible reflection and rigid motion II = II , and hence the result follows by the last theorem.
The result is false for r = 2 with the classical bending of a piece of the sphere [25, Vol. 5] serving as a counterexample.
Unfortunately, I know of no global theorems involving the type number. Since the class of immersions with r > 2 has a simple characterization and has a quite rigid geometry, an interesting problem would be to classify those Riemannian manifolds which admit an immersion with r(X) > 2. A natural question and a topic of recent interest is the study of when an isometric immersion of a Riemannian product X: M m X V n -» R m+n+ P i s a product of isometric immersions. If this occurs, the immersion is called reducible.
We make the index conventions for this section that In terms of components these last conditions are equivalent to h a aX = 0 which implies that the second fundamental form is simultaneously diagonalized in block diagonal form In Moore [21] it is shown that having the second fundamental form simultaneously diagonalized in this fashion implies that an immersion is reducible. We now give a more geometric refinement of this result and a new proof using a minimal enveloping subspace idea. PROPOSITION which implies that the restriction maps X M X q: M m -> R m+n+ P for q G N are independent of the differentials of the coordinates on TV and hence are independent of q. This now gives us a unique restriction map X\ M . In addition, the last computation shows that the minimal enveloping subspace of the linear system (2 <ƒ>« ® e fl } given by (2 ^g^} * s independent of q and this is the normal component of the first osculating space of the immersion X\ M .
Mutatis mutandis the same results hold for the second factor. That is, there is a unique restriction map X\ v with normal component of the first osculating space given by {2 h^e a }.
Next if u = (p,q) and u' -(p',q') then is rigid. This is a genuine global theorem since local isometric deformations exist.
Additional global work on reducibility with other curvature assumptions and with compactness replaced by completeness may be found in [5] , [16] , [17] , [19] , [23] , and [27] . BIBLIOGRAPHY 
